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The default configuration of GCompris is used on iOS and on iPad. It is basically the same as the Linux version except for one little detail. All layers have the same size, and we show an empty box instead of a black background. If you have a tablet, there is nothing for you to do. If you have a
phone, you can zoom in the application to fit the screen in portrait mode. In this mode, the screen remains on all sides, but the contents are centered. Thanks to Daniel for the help in building this functionality. sudo apt-get install libqt4-opengl-dev libqt4-opengl qt4-qmake libqt4-help To build
GCompris you can choose to download the components or build the whole thing yourself. On Linux, the build of the whole thing is not recommended (thanks to Herve for this great idea), as components are about 20MB, and on iOS that would require you to get the program from the app store,
which is not very common. This is why the master branch of GCompris is kept on GitHub , while we only have components in QA and master. For the 3D renderer to be able to render, there are OpenGL ES functions in your device. These are known as NEON. Most mobile devices at this time use
ARM 32bit, and the NEON functions are not natively supported in the ARM instruction set. Thanks to our friends in the Open Source QA Team for the idea of using --enable-platform=linux-arm in the CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE so that our software builds for Linux and Android will build an environment

to be able to use NEON. As described in the README.md, you have to set DEVICE=Device in order to be able to set up a device for your devices. For example, on an iPad the path to the AppleMobileDevice.kext is different than on a smartphone.
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here's how to actually use the old version with the new version: use the deprecated version of qmllint, which uses the old import path. set the environment variable qqmlengine_import_path to point to the old import path, to make the old qmllint.exe work again. as an example, consider the performance.qml example. it has just
one colorpicker component as well as its dependencies. the colorpicker component relies on the objectnode module (not qtquick) to set its color. however, it also uses the color module. this module is imported as follows: the qmllint tool emits errors on unqualified import names on most import namespaces. consider that qtquick

is a namespace. it's the root object of a qml document, and any referenced modules are members of it. if you declare a member of qtquick without a prefix, then, as part of qml semantics, it falls back into qtquick's namespace. the qt module directory generation makes use of the q_files_dir option that makes the generated
directories a list of q_files items in the order they are to be registered. this means we can get automatic generation of the mymodules.qmldir file, which lets us easily distribute our modules, as well as mymodules.qml, the file we get from registering the same module as a qml file. the q_files settings are then gathered from the

files and combined to form the list of directories. 5ec8ef588b
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